Many Patterns, Many Places
Inspired by Art from Indigenous Communities in India

Summer Art Sessions @ the Woodson

Summer Art Sessions
July 14 – 17
Taking inspiration from the summer exhibition, Many Visions, Many Versions: Art from Indigenous Communities in India, children will explore vibrant and varied arts of India. Observing design motifs and visual storytelling employed by contemporary artists working in Indian artistic traditions, participants will create and print patterns to animate characters and landscapes on scrolls and to adorn objects.

Tues. & Wed., July 14 & 15
9 am – Noon
Patterns in Place: Ages 5-8
Participants will imagine a story featuring an animal character and create pattern-filled, mixed-media illustrations. Referencing examples of highly decorative objects and textiles found in homes throughout India, children will embellish everyday items with their original designs.
Fee: $25 for Museum members
$35 for non-members

Thurs. & Fri., July 16 & 17
9 am – Noon
Daily Designs of India: Ages 9-12
The group creates a collaborative Rangoli, a traditional practice of decorating the threshold of the home using dyed flour and sand to create a colorful, symmetrical, and temporary artwork. Inspired by this design, participants will craft individual (and permanent) mixed-media mandalas.
Fee: $25 for Museum members
$35 for non-members

Scholarships available thanks to the Wisconsin Valley Art Association; call the Museum to inquire.

These are not school-sponsored activities and the opinions are not necessarily those of the District nor its personnel.